SPECIAL EDUCATION DECISION MAKING TEAMS

OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
CHOOSE A CATEGORY BELOW
by clicking on the icon to find the appropriate decision-making team.

Student: 3-5 Years Old

Student: 5-21 Years Old

Suspected Language Disability (5-21 Year Olds)

Voice, Fluency, Articulation Only (5-21 Year Old)

Deaf or Hard of Hearing
STUDENTS: 3-5 YEARS OLD

Click on the icons for a list of participants for each of the Special Education Decision Making Teams.

1. Identification/Evaluation Meeting
2. Eligibility Meeting
3. Individualized Education Plan (IEP) Meeting
IDENTIFICATION/EVALUATION MEETING

Students: 3-5 Years Old

LEARNING CONSULTANT (LDT-C)

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER

PARENT/GUARDIAN

SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST

SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST
ELIGIBILITY MEETING

Students: 3-5 Years Old

CST MEMBER (EVALUATOR)

CASE MANAGER (CST MEMBER)

PARENT/GUARDIAN

REFERRING SCHOOL PERSONNEL

TEACHER

STUDENT (WHEN APPROPRIATE)

OTHERS

This may be the same person.
INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) MEETING
Students: 3-5 Years Old

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
(CST MEMBER OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL)

CASE MANAGER
(CST MEMBER)

This may be the same person.

CST MEMBER
(INTERPRET EVALUATION)

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER/PROVIDER

PARENT/GUARDIAN

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER

STUDENT
(WHEN APPROPRIATE)

This may be the same person.
STUDENTS: 5-21 YEARS OLD

Click on the icons for a list of participants for each of the Special Education Decision-Making Teams.

1. Identification/Evaluation Meeting
2. Eligibility Meeting
3. Individualized Education Plan (IEP) Meeting
IDENTIFICATION/EVALUATION MEETING

Students: 5-21 Years Old

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER
PARENT/GUARDIAN
SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
LEARNING CONSULTANT (LDT-C)
ELIGIBILITY MEETING

Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

- **CST MEMBER (EVALUATOR)**
- **CASE MANAGER (CST MEMBER)**
- **PARENT/GUARDIAN**
- **TEACHER**
- **STUDENT (WHEN APPROPRIATE)**
- **SCHOOL PERSONNEL - OR - PRINCIPAL**
- **OTHERS**

This may be the same person.
Click on the icons for a list of participants for each of the Special Education Decision-Making Teams.

1. Identification/Evaluation Meeting
2. Eligibility Meeting
3. Individualized Education Plan (IEP) Meeting - ESLS
4. Individualized Education Plan (IEP) Meeting - ESERS
IDENTIFICATION/EVALUATION MEETING

Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

LEARNING CONSULTANT (LDT-C)

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER

PARENT/GUARDIAN

SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST

SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST
ELIGIBILITY MEETING

Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

- CASE MANAGER (CST MEMBER)
- PARENT/GUARDIAN
- TEACHER
- CST MEMBER (EVALUATOR)
- STUDENT (WHEN APPROPRIATE)
- OTHERS
- REFERRING SCHOOL Personnel - OR - PRINCIPAL

This may be the same person.
INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) MEETING - ESLS
Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST - SLS
(INTERPRET INSTRUCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS)

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
(SLS OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL)

CASE MANAGER (SLS)

This may be the same person.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROVIDER (SPEECH)

PARENT/GUARDIAN

STUDENT
( WHEN APPROPRIATE)

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER
INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) MEETING - ESERS
Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

- CST MEMBER -OR- SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST (SLS)* (INTERPRET INSTRUCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS)
- DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE (SLS OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL)
- CASE MANAGER (CST MEMBER)
- SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER/PROVIDER
- PARENT/GUARDIAN
- GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER
- STUDENT (WHEN APPROPRIATE)

*This member of the team is present for a student who is eligible under the classification of Communication Impaired (CI).
Click on the icons for a list of participants for each of the Special Education Decision-Making Teams.

1. Identification/Evaluation Meeting
2. Eligibility Meeting
3. Individualized Education Plan (IEP) Meeting
IDENTIFICATION/EVALUATION MEETING

Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER

PARENT/GUARDIAN

SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST
ELIGIBILITY MEETING

Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

CASE MANAGER (CST MEMBER)

PARENT/GUARDIAN

TEACHER

STUDENT (WHEN APPROPRIATE)

REFERRING SCHOOL PERSONNEL - OR - PRINCIPAL

OTHERS

This may be the same person.
INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) MEETING

Students: 5 - 21 Years Old

SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST -SLS
(INTERPRET EVALUATION)

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
(SLS OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL)

CASE MANAGER
(SLS)

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROVIDER
(SPEECH)

PARENT/GUARDIAN

STUDENT
(WHEN APPROPRIATE)

GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER

This may be the same person.
DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING STUDENTS

Click on the icons for a list of participants for each of the Special Education Decision Making Teams.

1. Identification/Evaluation Meeting
2. Eligibility Meeting
3. Individualized Education Plan (IEP) Meeting
IDENTIFICATION/EVALUATION MEETING

Deaf or Hard of Hearing Students: 3-21 Years Old

**The Speech Language Specialist can count as one of the child study team members.**
ELIGIBILITY MEETING

Deaf or Hard of Hearing Students: 3-21 Years Old

- SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
- GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHER
- TEACHER OF THE DEAF (IF APPROPRIATE)
- PARENT/GUARDIAN
- CASE MANAGER (CST MEMBER)
- SPEECH LANGUAGE SPECIALIST
- AUDIOLOGIST*

*Not required by code but recommended.

This may be the same person.
INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) MEETING

Deaf or Hard of Hearing Students: 3-21 Years Old

- Special Education Teacher
- General Education Teacher
- Teacher of the Deaf
- Case Manager (CST Member)
- Parent/Guardian
- Student (when appropriate)
- Educational Interpreter*
- Speech Language Specialist
- Audiologist**

*This is an additional member of the educational team.
**Not required by code but recommended.